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Introduction

Results

• Tropical atmospheric Circulation (TAC) important fragment of
Global Water Cycle
• Different answers, whether TAC has intensified or weakened in
the paste.g.1,2,3

Total yearly flux and yearly cycle

Methods
• Data used: wind (U,V,Omega), specific humidity (Q), pressure
(P) from ERA interim 1989-2008
• Regions of upward and downward vertical wind motion are
identified (ascending (ASC) and descending (DESC) regions)
each month (see Fig.1)

•
•
•
•
•

Different values for yearly MFmm and MFhr
Large offset between MFhr and MFmm
MFhr is closer to P-E
Yearly cycles between MFmm and MFhr/P-E differ
Yearly trends are positive and read :
– P-E : 0.27 km3/d
– MFhr : 0.24 km3/d
– MFmm: 0.51 km3/d

Dec 1995
Fig 2: Yearly amount (left) and average monthly amount (right) of MFmm (red), MFhr (black)
and P-E (blue)

Vertical profiles of MFhr and MFmm
• Total influxes on lower levels are similar
• Total outfluxes on upper level differ substantially
• Large outfluxes on upper levels seem to be averaged out in MFmm
Jun 1996
Fig 1: Regions with ascending (blue) and descendig (red) vertical motions in the tropics and boundary (green) separating
both

• Precipitation (P) and evaporation (E) in ASC and cumulated
moisture fluxes (MFs) are calulated along the boundary (green
line) each month
• MFs are calculated based on monthly average values for Q and
wind (MFmm) as well as on (6-hourly) instaneous values (MFhr)

Conclusions and outlook
• Generally positive trends for P-E and MFs are found
• Using mean values not adequate for calculating MFs
• Large offset between MF calculated based on monthly means and
on instantaneous values
• Offset mainly due to different MF at upper levels
• Is trend in MF due to changes in wind or atmospheric moisture?
• Do observations/ satellite data confirm this?
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Fig 3: Vertical profile of
moisture fluxes from MFmm
(red) and MFhr (black)

Vertical profiles of trends
• Trends on different levels are generally similar
• Increase in outflow on the upper levels weaker in MFmm

